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Cool Escapes Mallorca is a beautifully illustrated coffee table book, chock-full of impressive

photographs that brilliantly convey Mallorca's Mediterranean charm. The book also serves as an

insider's guide to the island's most intriguing sites and pastimes. And fans of popular Spanish

cuisine will appreciate the specially selected recipes offered within these pages.
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Teenie was quite an amusing old girl, even without the

"full-size-portrait-of-myself-when-I-was-nineteen-display-and-speech". The stories of journeys about

the island of Mallorca (you wouldn't believe how many Americans don't know it's an island) were

striking, at the right stage of drunkenness. I should say this stuff was striking when we understood it,

because construing her patois of German, English, French and something that sounded like

dialectical Chinese* wasn't easy. It sounded like she ran around Mallorca looking, initially, for relics

of Roberto Graves, but, more pressingly, a certain Englishman who'd gotten EXCEEDINGLY rich

with EXCEEDINGLY ill-gotten gain. Yes, escapes in Mallorca. But from what and to what was not so

clear. But who cares!? WE were among the privileged!It did seem, though, that Teenie had little

sense of the geography of the island. All over the place in a Harley-cum-sidecar, Teenie piloting of

course, and the rest of us crammed into the sidecar with a sclerotic monkey. After pointless roarings

along roads recently clogged with villas built by English expats of no clear means of support and

drug dealers and slavers from all over the world, we finally hove around a corner, with Teenie yelling



through a bullhorn that she wanted to show us her favorite authentic Mallorcan cafÃƒÂ©. However,

the marine Catalan, clearly the owner,was ready for us. "Nunca mas! Nunca mas! Nunca mas!" he

roared, for the benefit of our obviously un-catalaned heads. He quickly jumped into a garbage truck

and drove it into the one remaining parking space. Teenie didn't understand Spanish, and she didn't

understand the cut-off. "You &#&$*! Du er de Sh----kerl fum hier!. Barfo." A garbage truck! Such a

reception for a famous author! And after all those years of loyal expatriation!As for the authorship,

we were surprised when we heard about it. Teenie didn't even send emails, or text, as far as we

could tell, just talked on a cell phone more or less all the time. Looking at the book, it's hard to

believe, but they say it's like that with a lot of authors. They say that Faulkner, even, spent a lot of

time drunk and was never seen writing in public*One of the husbands was Chinese. He's now in jail

in North Korea.
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